Abstract|We present a deception analysis for H older functions. Our approach uses a decomposition on the Haar basis, which re ects in a natural way the H older structure of the function. It allows to relate the deception, the H older exponent, and some parameters of the genetic algorithms (GAs). These results prove that deception is connected to the irregularity of the tness function, and shed a new light on the schema theory. In addition, this analysis may assist in understanding the in uence of some of the parameters on the performance of a GA.
I. Introduction T WO main factors make the optimization of certain functions di cult : local irregularity (for instance, non-di erentiability) resulting in wild oscillations, and the existence of several local extrema. Stochastic optimization methods were developed to tackle these di culties : one of their characteristic features is that no a priori hypotheses are made on the function to be optimized -no di erentiability is required -and the function is not assumed to have only one local maximum (or minimum). This makes stochastic methods useful in numerous \di cult" applications (of course often at the expense of high computation times), as for example in inverse problems appearing in material optimization, image analysis, or process control.
In addition to theoretical investigations about their convergence properties, the main challenge in the eld of stochastic optimization is to set the parameters of the methods so that they are the most e cient. This problem is of obvious practical interest but it also yields some theoretical insight on the behaviour of these optimization techniques.
It is di cult to derive rules for tuning the parameters without making any assumption on the studied function. On the other hand, if we are to make restrictive assumptions, they should not rule out \interesting" functions, as for instance non-di erentiable functions with many local extrema. In this work, we consider a class of functions which is both quite general, as it includes smooth functions as well as very irregular ones, and su ciently constrained so as to obtain useful results. This class is that of H older functions, whose de nition is recalled in section II.
Essentially, H older functions are continuous functions which may have, up to a certain amount, wild variations. In particular, many non-di erentiable continuous functions, as long as their irregularity can be bounded in a certain INRIA -Rocquencourt -B.P. 105, 78153 LE CHESNAY Cedex, France -Tel : 33 1 39 63 55 23 -Fax : 33 1 39 63 59 95 -email : evelyne.lutton@inria.fr, jacques.levy vehel@inria.fr http://www-rocq.inria.fr/fractales/ sense, belong to this class. H older functions cannot in general be optimized through usual, e.g. gradient-based, methods. Some \fractal" functions, as for instance the Weierstrass one (see section II), are H older functions which possess in nitely many local extrema. Since such functions motivate the use of stochastic optimization methods, they are a good test to assess their e ciency.
We focus on genetic algorithms (GAs), which belong to the pool of arti cial evolution methods, i.e. methods inspired from natural evolution principles, and show that the H older framework allows to obtain more speci c results. Evolutionary methods in general have been used since about 40 years, and are known as particularly ecient in numerous applications (see 15 10] , 6]). They have been widely studied in various domains, from a theoretical as well as from a practical point of view. Theoretical analyses of GAs are mainly based on two di erent approaches:
proofs of convergence based on Markov chain modeling : for example, Davis 7] has established a mutation probability decreasing scheme that ensures the theoretical convergence of the canonical algorithm, deceptive functions analysis, based on schema analysis and Holland's original theory 16], 11], 12], 13], which characterizes the e ciency of a GA, and allows shedding light on GA-di cult functions. Deception has been intuitively related to the biological notion of epistasis 6], which can be understood as a sort of \nonlinearity" degree. Deception depends on :
{ the parameter setting of the GA, { the shape of the function to be optimized, { the coding of the solutions, i.e. the \way" of scanning the search space. In this paper, we concentrate on the deception approach that provides a simple model of the GA behaviour. This model allows for making some computations, as we will see below, that are much more complicated or even infeasible for other GA models. But as schema theory is often considered as disputed and has some known limitations, the practical implications of the analysis presented in this paper have to be considered with care and mainly as \tendency" analyses. However, in 27] a result similar to the schema theorem has been proven with the help of a Markov chain model, i.e. with nite size populations. This new result has characteristics similar (yet more complex) to Holland's formula, and provides a theoretical lower bound to the expected number of representatives of a schema at the next generation with respect to its current number of representative, the parameters of the GA, and the characteristics of the schema to be considered. This result may shed a new light on the validity of some qualitative results derived from the schema theory.
Section III recalls some basic facts about deception analysis. In section IV, a deception analysis is made for H older functions, and in section V, we analyze the in uence of the parameter on deception. We conclude in section VI with some considerations about the usefulness and the limitations of this analysis.
II. H older functions
De nition 1 (H older function of exponent h) Let Although a H older function is always continuous, it need not be di erentiable (see the example of Weierstrass functions below).
Intuitively (see Figures 3 and 4) , a H older function with a low value of h looks much more irregular than a H older function with a high value of h (in fact, this statement only makes sense if we consider the highest value of h for which (1) holds). The frame of H older functions, while imposing a condition that will prove useful for tuning the parameters of the GA, allows us to consider very irregular functions, as the Weierstrass function displayed in Figure 1 and de ned by : (2) with b > 2 and 1 < s < 2 This function is nowhere di erentiable, possesses innitely many local optima, and may be shown to satisfy a H older condition with h = s 9]. For such \monofractal" functions (i.e. functions having the same irregularity at each point), it is often convenient to talk in terms of box dimension d (sometimes referred to as \fractal" dimension), which, in this simple case, is 2 ? h.
H older functions appear naturally in some practical situations where no smoothness can be assumed and/or where a fractal behaviour arises (as for example to solve the inverse problem for iterated functions systems (IFS) 26], in constrained material optimization 29], or in image analysis tasks 22], 3]). It is thus important to obtain even very preliminary clues that allow tuning the parameters of a stochastic optimization algorithm, like a GA, in order to perform an e cient optimization on such functions.
Finally note that the well-known \onemax" test-function (i.e. the number of \1s" in the bit string) is a very irregular function that can be considered as the sampling of a H older function with h = 0, see Figure 2 . The GA modelled in schema theory is a canonical GA which acts on binary strings, and for which the creation of a new generation is based on three operators :
proportional selection : the probability that a solution of the current population is selected is proportional to its relative tness, the genetic operators : one-point crossover and bit-ip mutation, randomly applied, with probabilities p c and p m .
Schemata allow representing global information about the tness function. It has to be understood that schemata are just tools which help to understand the codes' structure. A GA thus works on a population of N codes, and implicitly uses information on schemata that are represented in the current population.
We recall below the so-called \schema theorem" which is based on the observation that the evaluation of a single code allows us to deduce some knowledge about the schemata to which that code belongs.
Theorem 1 (schema theorem) (Holland) For a given schema H, let : m(H; t) be the relative frequency of the schema H in the population of the t th generation, f(H) be the mean tness of the elements of H, O(H) be the number of xed bits in the schema H, called the order of the schema, (H) be the distance between the rst and the last xed bit of the schema, called the de nition length of the schema. p c be the crossover probability, p m be the mutation probability of a gene of the code, f be the mean tness of the current population.
Then :
The quantities (H) and O(H) help to model the in uence of the genetic operators on the schema H : the longer the de nition length of the schema is, the more frequently it is broken by a crossover (the schema theory has been developed for a one-point crossover). In the same way, the bigger the order of H is, the more frequently H is broken by a mutation. From a qualitative view point, this formula means that the \good" schemata, having a short de nition length and a low order, tend to grow very rapidly in the successive populations. These particular schemata are called building blocks.
The usefulness of the schema theory is twofold : rst, it supplies some tools to check whether a given representation is well-suited for a GA (by answering the question : does this representation generate e cient bluiding blocks ?). Second, the analysis of the nature of the \good" schemata, using for instance Walsh functions 10], 17], can give some ideas regarding GA e ciency 6], via the notion of deception that we describe below.
B. Walsh polynomials and deception characterization
In order to test if a given function f is easy or di cult to optimize for a GA, one could verify the \building block" hypothesis :
1. identify the building blocks : i.e. compute all the mean tnesses of the short schemata which are represented within a generation, and identify as building blocks the ones whose representation increases along the evolution, 2. verify whether or not the optimal solution belongs to these building blocks, to know if the building blocks may confuse the GA. However, this procedure is obviously computationally intractable. Instead, Goldberg 11] 
The quantities and O are de ned for every j in a similar way as for the schemata : (j) is the distance between the rst and the last non-zero bits of the binary decomposition of j, and O(j) is the number of non-zero bits of j. In order to perform a valuable deception analysis for H older functions, we have to replace the decomposition on the Walsh basis by one that is more suited. This new basis should allow us to relate deception to the irregularity of the H older function, i.e. to its H older exponent. Indeed, it is intuitively obvious that the more irregular the function is (i.e. the lower the H older exponent), the more deceptive it is likely to be. We may now state Theorem 2 (see next page).
Since for all admissible values of l; p m ; p c , B is a decreasing function of h, the relation 5 implies that the smaller h is (i.e. the more irregular the function is), the more di erent the functions f and f 0 may be, thus the more deceptive f is likely to be. This rst fact bears some analogy with the results stated in 21] about sampling precision in uence, and is con rmed by numerical simulations displayed in Figure  7 . This limit does not depend on p c (see Figure 12) 2 This fact is due to the de nition of the mutation and crossover probabilities : each gene of the chromosome is mutated with probability pm, while the crossover probability is de ned on a whole chromosome. Thus when l tends to in nity, for xed mutation and crossover probabilities, mutation becomes more and more important with respect to crossover. It may also be argued that the one-point crossover as it is de ned here is meaningless when l is in nite. B(p m ; p c ; l; h) increases with l for small values of l, and then decreases for larger values of l. It may be proved that the parameterized curves B(p m ; p c ; ; h) admit one and only one maximum at l max in 2; 1). l max increases when h decreases, i.e. when the function f becomes more and more irregular (see Figure 8 and 13). A su cient condition for non-deception is B(p m ; p c ; l; h) = 0, which is in general not possible. A qualitative approach is then to keep B as small as possible. In that respect, a strategy to set the optimal value of l is the following one : { try to nd a small value l < l max which is a tradeo between a su ciently ne sampling to correctly capture the optimum (according to 21]), while trying to limit the number of samples, { if no \small" values can be found, take a large value l > l max , compatible with computational requirements.
Dependence on p c and p m (Figures 14 and 15 large values of h. Note also that deception is less in uenced by p c than by p m , and that the in uence of p m increases when h is small and when l is large. For example, if h = 0:5 and l = 8 bits, the in uence of p m on the deception is about 15 times more important than the in uence of p c . From a practical point of view, it means that decreasing p m is much more e cient than decreasing p c , in order to reduce deception. This fact also con rms the interest of the mutation probability decrease technique, especially for irregular functions. Mutation probability decrease has been theoretically justi ed for a simple model of GA, without crossover, with Markovian approaches (see 7]), and its practical e ciency has been experienced. Formula (5) shows that decreasing the mutation probability tightens the bound on jf ?f 0 j, thus probably decreasing the deception of the function, i.e. making the convergence of the GA easier. Of course, this tendency is counterbalanced by the necessity of maintaining a reasonable value p m in order to avoid premature convergences of the GA (e ect that is not captured by the present model, that mainly takes into account the disruptive behaviour of the genetic operators).
VI. Conclusion and limitations of the analysis
The use of Haar decomposition instead of Walsh decomposition yields some interesting results for the particular case of optimization of H older functions with GA. These theoretical results quantify the intuitive guess that the more irregular the function looks, the more deceptive it is likely to be.
The explicit formula obtained in section IV-B provides a relation between :
an intrinsic parameter of the function to be optimized :
its H older exponent h, the parameters of the GA : l, p m and p c .
A simple analysis of this formula sheds new light on previous results obtained by other theoretical approaches of GA. Formula (5) provides a relation involving mutation and crossover probabilities, which may help to set these probabilities in order to make the convergence of the GA easier. Notice however that this relation only gives a bound, which needs not to be optimal (non-deception can occur even if B > 0). Formula (5) Of course, the validity of this analysis depends on the validity of the deception work in general. Our purpose was not fundamentally to discuss the validity of deception analysis (see 27] for a rigorous analysis of the schema theorem), which has known weaknesses : it models only a simple GA, it takes into account the genetic operator only in a disruptive way, and does not consider populations of nite size. The results presented here thus only hold for the most simple of GAs. Nonetheless, our analysis relates the intuitive notion of \irregularity" (technically represented as the H older exponent of the function) to deception. Furthermore, \Di culty" for an optimization algorithm can come usually at least from two di erent sources 3 : size of the search space, irregularity (that can be related to deception) of the function. It is possible to exhibit deceptive functions on a few number of bits, which are not \di cult" problems in the sense of a large search space (see for example 11], 12]). These problems are not strictly \di cult" to solve, but when the size of the search space grows, they become rapidly intractable. Experiments, as for example in 21] (where population sizes have been experimentally tuned), show the importance of the in uence of the population size parameter on the performances and precision of results for large sized search spaces. Intuitively, we would like to relate this parameter to the size of the search space, but we were not able to include the population size parameter in the model, due to the theoretical limitations of schema theory.
In our analysis, we have related the deception to the irregularity of the function, i.e. we model the in uence of p m , p c , and l on the GA. Separating in such a way the di culty of the function from the size of the search space may appear as arti cial and unrealistic (and the actual behaviour is for sure much more complicated), but corresponds to some intuitive guess. \Di culty" in the sense of deceptive functions means isolated peaks surrounded by uninteresting areas, whereas other smoother regions are attractive.
Finally, we have supposed here that h and k are known for the function to be optimized : reliably estimating global H older exponents h on sampled function is not a simple problem, which we did not want to discuss here. However, several general methods have been proposed in other contexts for instance based on wavelets 23], 24].
Further work should be done in the following directions : 1. Generalization to local H older characterization : such an analysis would provide a variable-size strip around the function, yielding more precise results, at the expense, of course, of more complex computations. 2. Use of other irregularity characterisations than a H older exponent : a further work has been developed in 20]. It is based on \bitwise regularity coe cients" that are derived from grained H older exponents on a metric related to the Hamming distance. This irregularity analysis is no more based on the estimation of the H older exponent of an underlying one-dimensional function, and can provide more precise results especially for multidimensional problems. This work suggests also that the relative variations of the bound of Equation (5) 
